Chairman’s 2015 Report

APLMF Working Group on Mutual Recognition Arrangements (MRAs)

Chairman: Charles D. Ehrlich
NIST, U.S.A. CIML Member
Working Group on Mutual Recognition Arrangements seeks to:

1. Continue supporting the OIML work on implementation of the MAA (Mutual Acceptance Arrangement) and not develop a regional MAA;

2. Closely follow the work of the OIML ad-hoc working group that is reviewing the structure of the OIML Committees on Participation Review (CPRs), the rules and procedures governing the operation of the OIML MAA, and the role of MAA Utilizing Participants -- with a view to increasing the efficiency of the operation of the MAA, and, if necessary, amending the OIML MAA documents.
Working Group on Mutual Recognition Arrangements seeks to:

1. Continue supporting the OIML work on implementation of the MAA (Mutual Acceptance Arrangement) and not develop a regional MAA;

2. Closely follow the work of the OIML ad-hoc working group that is reviewing the structure of the OIML Committees on Participation Review (CPRs), the rules and procedures governing the operation of the OIML MAA, and the role of MAA Utilizing Participants -- with a view to increasing the efficiency of the operation of the MAA, and, if necessary, amending the OIML MAA documents.
There has been no direct request or inquiry from an APLMF Member Economy to look into a regional Mutual Recognition Arrangement.

The ongoing work in implementing the OIML MAA has been the focus of the APLMF WG activity, while keeping in mind ways that all interested APLMF Member Economies might participate.

MAA (OIML-CS) discussions and report at last week’s CIML meeting in Arcachon, France.
Go to 50th CIML Meeting Addendum 9.2 (Slides 1-3)
for update of charts on number of certificates issued through July 2015,
presented by Mr. Luis Mussio
APLMF WG on MRAs
2014-2015 Work Items

Working Group on Mutual Recognition Arrangements seeks to:

1. Continue supporting the OIML work on implementation of the MAA (Mutual Acceptance Arrangement) and not develop a regional MAA;

2. Closely follow the work of the OIML ad-hoc working group that is reviewing the structure of the OIML Committees on Participation Review (CPRs), the rules and procedures governing the operation of the OIML MAA, and the role of MAA Utilizing Participants -- with a view to increasing the efficiency of the operation of the MAA, and, if necessary, amending the OIML MAA documents.
Go to 50th CIML Meeting Addendum 9.1 for Report on proposed new OIML-CS presented by Prof. Roman Schwartz
APLMF WG on MRAs

APLMF WG on MRAs
2015-2016 Work Items

Working Group on Mutual Recognition Arrangements seeks to:

1. Continue supporting the OIML MAA (Mutual Acceptance Arrangement) and not develop a regional MAA (possibly encourage bilateral MRAs?);

2. Closely follow and report on the progress and work of the OIML-CS Project Group (CSPG) that is preparing a new Framework Document and other more detailed documents, for proposing at the CIML Meeting and OIML Conference in 2016, in anticipation of a new OIML-CS.
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QUESTIONS?

OTHER IDEAS?
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THANK YOU!